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EIMAGINE USES PROJECT AND RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT  
TO SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENT MICROSOFT DYNAMICS  

FOR STATE GOVERNMENT AGENCY  

CASE STUDY

HOW THE PROJECT RESCUE GUIDE WORKS FOR ANY COMPANY

Curious what is included in the Project Rescue Guide? 
Email projectrescue@eimagine.com and we’ll send  
you a FREE copy.

NEEDING HELP: Having previously worked 
with a separate organization, the client had 
struggled to convert old legacy systems. A 
chief reason for this problem was they did not 
feel heard. The client emphasized their inabili-
ty to know the progress of the project and did 
not feel their opinions were listened to. The 
client desired to have a configured system 
with minimal custom coding. 

We implemented complex configurations in a 
way so the client could maintain the system 
themselves, per request. Due to the experi-
ence with the previous organization, there 
was hesitancy to even mention Dynamics. 
The relationship and experience was so sour, 
that leadership at the client did not think this 
project would come to fruition. Starting at 
such a negative place, we needed the client 
to know that we would work with them, not 
against them.

THE RESCUE: From the start, we prioritized 
building a positive relationship with the client. Pri-
or to a meeting with senior leadership, we were 
warned by the main point of contact said it would 
be a resistant group. Immediately, it was tense. 
To break the ice, an eimagine co-worker made a 
small joke and after that, all tension was gone and 
it became one of the most productive meetings. 
This is a small example of how much we valued 
having a positive relationship. This strategy result-
ed in both tangible and intangible benefits. With 
positive communication, we were able to have 
strong user adoption and have correct business 
operations within the system. A member of the 
project stated, “You need good tech, but relation-
ship and rapport is what drives the tech.” Even 
though the initial request was to build a system 
that would not need support once Live, we have 
still been on contract for the client for 4 years fol-
lowing the Go-Live date.


